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Introduction
The new CISU Strategy 2014-17 is emphasising that CISU should enhance its cooperation with funds and
capacity networks in the Global South as to facilitate that members and their partners would have
improved access to information on how South funds and capacity networks are operating. Danida's new
Civil Society Policy is also paying high attention to the potential of providing more funds and capacity
services through South funds and network and this is of increasing importance to CISU members and their
partners.
In light of the above CISU has made a plan for its work in the Global South where identification of relevant
South funds and capacity networks constitute an important basis for sharing this information with its
members and their partners. Another part of the plan is to identify relevant resource persons from South
funds and networks, who - where relevant and feasible -may provide inputs to CISU capacity services to its
members.
CISU is as part of its thematic visits to the Global South every year conducting a number of contextual visits
with the aim to collect information on the context in selected countries.

TRACE: A new funding opportunity for Civil Society
Background: Since 2012 CISU has been a close observer of how the donor community funds CS through socalled Multi donor Pooled Funds. CISU has made recommendations to the Civil Society Policy concerning
best practice for establishing such Pooled Funds. CISU also gave input to Danida's renewed country strategy
for Zimbabwe on the specific proposal to support a new Pooled Fund (TRACE). TRACE will be a very likely
funding opportunity for a number of partners to CISU member organisations. A visit to TRACE (which at the
time of the visit had initiated the first 'call for proposal’ cycle) gave an insight into the funding opportunity,
and also to what extend the granting practice will be a relevant opportunity for CS, including an assessment
of how TRACE - as a pooled fund – have been aligned to guiding principles described in the Danida Civil
Society Policy (see annex 1).
The context somehow changed from the time of deciding to do this visit (spring 2015) and to the time of
writing the ToR. The expected reduction in Danish Development assistance was announced in October
2015, and it was known at the time of writing the ToR, that Zimbabwe was most likely to be phased out,
and consequently also the future Danida support for TRACE. However, the key interest has not been on the
relationship between Danish funding and TRACE, but rather on the aspect of Multi Donor pooled funds
providing ‘good granting practice’. However, the possible consequences of the fast withdrawal of Danida
funding from TRACE has been a point of interest of this visit.
Core organisations met:
A. TRACE was visited as on the first day to get an overview. Not much published material has been
made available on the web (TRACE is yet to launch their website), but a few documents related
to the first call for proposal had been available.
B. NANGO – the largest CSO network in Zimbabwe. (views on TRACE form a CS perspective, and
link to EU Road Map for Engagement with CS)
C. Danish Embassy (role as TRACE donor)
D. EU representation (EUs role in donor coordination of support to CS as part of the EU Road Map
process)
E. CSOs
a. YETT, having submitted concept note to TRACE (partner to DUF)
b. PLAN Zimbabwe, having submitted concept note to TRACE (country office of PLAN
Danmark)
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c.

Zimbabwe Lawyers in Human Rights, having submitted concept note and part of
consortium having applied to TRACE (former project funded by Danish Embassy as part of
Governance programme)

Observations:
Basis approach: TRACE (programme period 2014 -2019)
is being implemented by DAI (US/British based
consultancy, www.dai.com). The British consultancy
Coffey (whom CISU knows from phase I of STAR/Ghana)
has been contracted to do Quality Insurance (QI) of the
TRACE programme. NANGO1 and Coffey in an alliacne
had also sumbitted a bid fopr TRACE, but was not
chosen. According to NANGO becasuse NANGO was
considered too close to the CSOs.
TRACE has started operations with the publishing of the
first call for Proposals with a deadline for submission on
28 August 2015. TRACE is in its learning phase, so the
first call for proposals were rather open in scope.

BOX 1: TRACE Goal and Themes
The design of TRACE has been informed by extensive
consultation with civil society organizations and other
stakeholders and will engage across seven key
thematic areas. They are:
1. effective citizen engagement around improving
service delivery and transparent, accountable use of
public and natural resources;
2. vulnerable and marginalised groups empowered to
access justice
3. protection and promotion of equality and human
rights by civil society and communities;
4. effective civil society monitoring and advocacy for
improvements to the electoral cycle;
5. improved media environment and increased citizen
access to quality independent media, research and
information;
6. Strengthen local/national coalitions around issues of
public interest, informed by public policy research.
7. Improve the effectiveness and coordination of civil
society engaging on democratic governance issues.
(from TRACE briefing notes for interested CSOs)

TRACE is mainly being funded by DFID funds, and both
the administration and much of the capacity building is
being funded by DFID, while the two other present
donors (AusAid and Danida) mainly provides direct grant
funding. The approach is very much based on the DFID approach which is known form other similar MDFs
(eg. STAR/Ghana), which includes:
-

Using Political Economic Analysis (PEA) as a point of departure for indentifying relevant
intervention areas and priorities.
Value for Money approach
Theory of Change, both at the level of TRACE, but also as a requirement of proposal design.
Due diligence procedures following DFID standards.

As can be seen from the goals and themes (box 1) the scope of TRACE is rather broad, and can embrace a
wide range of different types of CSOs. However, the focus is still on CSOs role in advocacy, empowerment
and Human Rights, which brings it in line with the Danida CS policy.

Preparation and design:
Donors and implementers (DAI) has only to a limited extend involved local CS in preparation. This is
justified partly because of the relatively poor organization of CS in Zimbabwe, and partly because of the
political situation that makes open-ended consultations difficult.
The design process has mainly been driven by DAI as a very experienced consultancy, drawing from
experiences from similar granting mechanisms. DIFD, Danida and AusAid has been involved, as they were
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NANGO National umbrella organization for CSOs in Zimbabwe. Are also member of CIVICUS/AGNA.
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all three expected to play a role in rolling out TRACE. However, AusAid is now out, and Danida has partly
withdrawn because of the decision to withdraw bilateral Danida support to Zimbabwe.
Operations, capacity building and outreach of TRACE:
TRACE was just made operational in autumn of 2016. The fist call for proposal process was announced in
summer 2016, and shortlisted candidates has been invited to submit complete applications in October
2016. 229 Concept notes were received. 20 (<10%)has been invited to submit a complete application.
TRACE is operated from a central office in Harare, and outreach is done by doing regional information
meetings, so no permanent presence outside Harare. Writing clinics are organised in relation to each call
for proposal.
An international Team Leader has been recruited (DAI) and Zimbabwean staff - recruited from local and
diaspora - is in place.
Capcaity building of potential grantees is given both prior to complete application(focus on apllication
techniques) but TRACE aso have resources to do ongoing capacity building during implementationm,
furthermore some amndatroy trainings are also planned 8eg. In anti-corruption).
Modalities:
The main modality will be project support announced through Call for proposals.
Three types of grants can be applied for (mostly 12-18 month periods).
Small grants
Up to $75,000
Medium Sized grants
$75,000 – $300,000
Large grants (including multiyear)
Up to $500,000
NB: very limited number of these grants will be made
Coalitions is encouraged (but not a requirement). Encouragement is partly through making it possible to be
partner to more applications if you are in a coalition. If not, an organisation can only apply once per call.
Activity grants (12-18 months) are the main approach, whereas multi-year institutional grants are not
currently being considered, but could be open up for in the future if considered relevant.
However, apart from planned calls, TRACE also has a mandate to remain open a and responsive to
significant changes in the operation environment, i a 'rapid response grant window'. This has not been
activated yet.
INGOs can apply, if they have a national registration.
Sub granting can be an opportunity (eg. bigger more experienced sub granting CBOs). In this way small
NGOs and CBOs can access the otherwise technically demanding application procedures.
Assessment procedure:
TRACE has permanent and consultants to do both due diligence and to conduct the actual assessment of
concept notes and final applications. The final assessments and funding-decisions are done by steering
committee comprising donors and DAI. No CS representative in the process.
Due diligence procedures follow DIFD standards, which is also used in other similar Multi donor funds.
The assessment of concept note sis based on Scoring on the following areas (pages are indicative for
relative importance in assessment):
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Context (1 page)
Problem statement (½ page)
Proposed intervention/justification (2 pages)
Organisational capacity (½ page)
M&E + knowledge management (½ page)
Stakeholder engagement & Networking (½ page)

Governance structure:
TRACE is governed by DAI who holds a contract. However a steering committee comprising donors and DAI.
Consultation with CS is limited at this moment, and no specific plans of having a formal dialogue with CS on
TRACE operational mode and/or priorities are currently planned.
Coordination with other donor initiatives:
TRACE is being mentioned by EU in the road map, as an initiative that member states support. Although EU
representation was not very proactive on liaising with TRACE yet.

Conclusions and recommendations:
Conclusion on TRACE and Danida’s guiding principles:
Danida principle (Civil Society Policy, pp 30)
Observation regarding TRACE
The purpose and operation of the funding
mechanism should be aligned with the Danish
Strategy for Development Cooperation, the Civil
Society Policy and the human rights-based
approach.
The design of the joint funding mechanism should
be based on sufficient consultation with civil
society and a dynamic analysis of the national
context.
The joint funding mechanism must comprise
capacity development support in addition to
funding.
Civil society should be sufficiently represented in
governance structures, and governance and
management roles should be clearly defined
The management agency should have the
leadership, skilled staff and delegated decisionmaking authority to respond flexibly and
effectively to civil society needs.
The governance, staffing and culture of the joint
funding mechanism must enable it to innovate
across the range of its functions – including new
forms of capacity development support;
identification and support of emerging drivers of
change in civil society; support to cross-sectorial
partnerships, and; involving new funding partners
in joint civil society support mechanisms.

+
Purpose of TRACE is very much in accordance with Danida
CS policy.

This seems not to have been done to a very large extend.
Som justification for not doing this can be argued, but
overall more could have been done.
Capacity building is a part of the approach, but it seems
very much focused on instrumental CB (and less on what
Danida calls 'Capacity development')

Room for improvement.

+
This seems to be the case, although the flexibility
measures integrated in TRACE has not yet been used.

?
It seem too early to assess this.
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Systematic monitoring of risks should be ensured
and the fund should have sufficient administrative
and financial management capacity.

+
This seems to be the case.

In total TRACE seems to be in accordance with DANIDAs own guiding principles in some of the key areas
(Purpose, management capacity, flexibility), whereas there is less correlation with the principles in relation
to CS involvemnt and ownershipand 'capacity development'.

Recommendations for CISU:
1. TRACE is assessed to be a relevant funding opportunity for more experienced partners to Danish
CSOs (partners to CISU memberorganisations). However, it should be considered with care,
whether to pursue, because the application process ins long and demanding. Knowledge of LFA,
ToC and PEA is an advantage.
2. It would be relevant for CISU to follow TRACE as a granting mechanism. A low cost way would be
to liaise with the Danish Embassy, who will be on the Board until 2019.

Other observations from Zimbabwe:
The meetings with NANGO showed that the network is in a process of making the organisation more
thematically focussed. This means that ten thematic areas are priorities and different paltforms are lead on
the respective themes. Some ogf these are relevant fro CISUs word map.
Name of Thematic platform
1Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO
Forum
2.Women's Coalition
3.National Association for Youth
Organizations
4.Zimbabwe National Council for
the Welfare of Children
5.National Association of Societes
for the Care of the Handicapped
6. Zimbabwe Aids Network

Theme
Human Rights

Website
www.hrforumzim.org

Women
Youth

www.coalition.org
www.nayoyouth.org

Children

www.zncwc.co.zw

Disability

www.nascoh.org.zw

Health and HIV & AIDs

7.Zimbabwe National Chamber of
Commerce
8. Zimbabwe Environmental
Lawyers Association
9. No platform identified
10. No platform identified

Economic

http://www.zan.org/
www.zncc.co.zw

Land and Environment

http://www.zela.org/

Humanitarian
Art and Culture
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CIVICUS: Possible datasharing and areas for partnership in 2016
CISU has liaised with CIVICUS since 2006 in order for CISU and our member organisations to be more
conscious of international CS issues and especially trends in space for civil society. The partnership has
been guided of a partnership agreement since 2011. The later is at the core of the objective of CISUs
recent effort to establish a CISU Word Map, where we wish to enable CISU member- and partnerorganisations to have a current country specific knowledge of Civil Society. CIVICUS's work on Civil Society
Indexes and Enabling Environment would be ideal to be merged into the CISU world Map. There this visit
will discuss how to do this.
The CISU “World map” was launched in April 2015. An important aspect of the country specific information
is the data and reports made available in the “Context” subpage. At the launching we had hoped to be able
to embed more of the highly relevant information from CIVICUS, but due to both technical challenges and
challenges to the present way of presenting data in CIVICUS, we were not able to do it. So the leaning
questions posed for the one-day meeting with CIVICUS was:
An overall question:
‘How can CISU best benefit from relevant data from CIVICUS’,
followed by three specific questions:
‘How can the data from CIVICUS Enabling Environment Index be utilized by CISU’,
‘how can we prioritise the many relevant data on civil Society (CSI, CSI-rapid, Data shift) to be utilized by
CISU’ and
‘How can CISU embed current CS news from CSW in our 'World Map'?
Furthermore time was allocated to discuss possible areas for partnership in 2016.

Observations on data sharing:
Civil Space Monitor Programme – and the ‘Civic Pulse’ website:
The programme was started in 2015 and is yet to be launched. CSM will contain five features, which will all
be relevant to the CISU worlds map, although not all features might be embedded into the CISU world map,
but rather linked directly to the CSM website. The five features are:
1. A narrative analysis (500 words) which will be based on recurrent inputs from a network of
researchers, CS partners, media from the relevant region. The narrative will be edited by
CIVICUS.
2. Key scores and analyses: Drawing on at least three reputable international sources.
3. Civic Space conversations: Key stakeholders are invited to a closed dialogue (via ‘WhatsUp’) and
depending on the security situation in the country, written quotes will be reproduced at the Civic
Pulse web.
4. In the media: Harvested from local, regional and international media sources. Selected by
CIVICUS
5. Have your say: A feedback mechanism for Civicus members and partners to contribute to a realtime and accurate analysis of Civil Space.

The programme is expected to be launched june 2016. CISU world map could benefit directly from the
embedding the narrative analysis and the ‘Key scores and analyses’. Since the website is not yet completed,
we discussed the relevance for CISU (and most likely many other similar websites) that it will be very useful
if these two aspects could be made easily embeddable.

CSI index:
CSI index is not continued as a CIVICUS index, but is maintained as a tool made available for national CSO
platforms which want to make use of the approach to make a national analysis and use the analysis for
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national CS advocacy. A few processes is ongoing, but it will most likely not be a key source of CS analysis in
the future.
But any new CSI studies produced will of course be relevant for CISU world Map.
CSI studies are often moved around to new sites on the CIVICUS website, and the best way of including
these are to upload those to CISU own webpage and link to them from there. This will also be the case in
the future, so to bring overview it was discussed if it was possible to create a shared google-drive or
dropbox folder with all the CSI reports available. This drive could also be used for the EENA (see below)
country reports.

Enabling Environment index:
The present format makes it very difficult to embed in the CISU world map, because it is more an index
designed for comparisons. However, specific country reports (EENAs) using the EEI approach are being
made in a number of countries (we use some them already), and could be made available in a more
accessible format for CISU.

Data Shift
The programme does not produce country specific relevant, and will not be relevant for CICU world Map.
Other observations:
ICSW Bogota 2016:
The event is in process. Venue (a University campus) is in place, and the last preparations (budgets etc.) are
being negotiated, so that registration most likely can take off in December.
A coordination group is in place (Partners and workshop responsible). CISUs workshop is among the
workshops invited, but we have not received the response forwarded to us earlier. Brenda (CIVICUS officer
in charge) will look into it, and bring us into the loop.
Problems with work permits.
CIVICUS are facing some challenges in maintaining a wide-ranging headoffice in Johanneburg. A new law
has removed an option for international organisations to have easy access to work permits for staff coming
to work in SA. This has affected CIVICUS, and made it more difficult to recruit international staff. This could
in the long run mean that CIVICUS would consider moving head office, but this is not a likely solution in the
short run. Therefore there might be more staff operating on contracts from outside SA and only being
present in J’burg for shorter periods.
More subgranting:
CIVICUS has experienced more funding that includes sub-granting to partners. A recently CIVICUS has been
approved as a global partner to the EU, which makes them eligible for grants supporting civil society
strengthening globally. They have submitted a proposal November 2015, and if they are successful it will
include a lot of subgranting.
Promoting ‘State of Civil Society Report’
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The report deserves a much wider audience, and national platforms like CISU (or Globalt Fokus) could host
launching meetings to present the report (including invitation media).

Recommendations:
Partnership themes 2016:
1. Focus to be put on how data sharing can be improved. CISU to follow CIVICUS implementation of
Civic Space Monitor and Civic Pulse.
2. Dialogue on Social accountability workshop for ICSW/WA 2016
3. Possible experience sharing on grant administration if CIVICUs is successful in winning EU call.
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Program and key persons meet:
Monday 23rd

CIVICUS:
Amy Miller-Taylor - Head of Partnerships
Mandeep Tiwana – Head of Policy and Research
Susan Wilding - Civic Space Initiative (CSpI) Project Manager

Tuesday 24th
Wednesday 25th

CIVICUS: Sara Brandt - Policy and research Officer
Travelling to Harare
10.00 AM: Visit to TRACE - Margie Cook, Team Leader / Project Manager
2.30 PM: visit to NANGO - Cephas Zinhumwe - Executive Director

Thursday 26th

10:00 YETT - Rosewita Katsande
12-2.00 YETT members meeting (workshop)
4.00 PM: Visit to Danish Embassy - Signe Fischer Schmidt

Friday 27th

9:00 AM PLAN, Lennart
11.30 AM: Visit to EU delegation on 'CSO Road Map ' process with Ms Linda
Kalenga.
2.30 PM: Meeting with Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights, Roselyn Hanzi
Project Manager
Report writing
Departure ZIM
Departure J’burg
Arrival DK

Saturday 28th

Sunday 29th
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Annex 1:
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